Olive Blueprint
Olive is a framework to create model aware web applications through configuration of existing
components, both for the backend and for the frontend side. For the backend side such components are
named Connectors, and their configuration results in ready to use REST microservices. For the frontend
side such components are named Widgets and their configuration results in a web rendered ready to use
user interface. Both the connectors and the widgets are part of the Olive platform but can be extended in
case of needs, using plug-ins. Connectors provide the functionalities of your backend services enabling
the connection to external systems like databases, CMS, message buses. Olive allows to orchestrate such
functionalities resulting in the definition of your business logic. Widgets on the other side are reusable
components for the frontend and provide the UI for sections of your web application. Widget can be
generic like visualizing a grid layout or more specific like visualizing the simulation or the KPIs dashboard
interfaces.
The strength point of Olive is its model awareness in the sense that such configurations are abstract
enough that can be represented as models and the out-of-the-box integration with the ADOxx modelling
environment allow to create the whole looks and behaviour of your web application, drawing models.
This integration allows also ADOxx to communicate with the external world through a common interface
in a bi-directional way, so using the features of existing microservices to enrich the modelling platform
and use models as data for microservices. An example of the first case is the BeeUP library where an
activity in a workflow model uses an Olive microservice to notify an anomaly to the user sending an SMS,
while an example for the second case is the process simulation microservice that simulate process models
taking them directly from the ADOxx modelling platform.
The ecosystem of OLIVE is composed of concepts, software, and hardware components that can be
combined to realize the needed business solution. The concepts are defined in the ADOxx meta-modelling
platform in form of domain specific model types for the case of interest. The concepts formalized in the
models can use the software and hardware components to enrich the mechanisms associated to the
specific model type, or can be used by the software and hardware components as semantically enriched
data to process or for configuration. The software part is built on top of the OLIVE framework that give
the possibility to compose the UI and the business logic of the application reusing existing modules. The
framework use the concepts of micro-frontends for the software UI part, and micro-services for the
business logic part. The hardware components are pieces of equipment that need to interact with / are
needed by, the software application or the models. Some examples can be sensors that provide data for
the software application, equipment where the software application must run, or robots that use the
models as knowledge base.
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Figure 1- Olive high level overview

The Olive platform provide so a cloud environment where the user, instantiating existing components
with specific configuration, can define the microservices (that can use and be used by ADOxx) and the
user interfaces of its web application, expose it to the public and control its lifecycle.
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Figure 2 Olive Web Application Definition Workflow
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1. Backend – Olive Microservice Controller
The Olive Microservice Controller is a backend component that allow to define and manage Microservices
in a novel way, following the configuration approach. A Microservice in Olive is defined only through the
configuration of an existing platform component named Connector.
A Connector is a component developed in form of OSGi plug-in that allow to provide a specific
functionality, like perform a query on a MySQL database or publish a post on Twitter. The name Connector
derive from the fact that usually such functionalities depend on external systems (like the database) and
the Connector is responsible to connect to such systems to exploit their features.
Olive Microservice Controller allow to manage the configurations of such Connectors, giving the possibility
to create Microservices and control their whole lifecycle. Is responsibility of the Lifecycle management
component to (1) generate an instance of the REST microservice from the configuration, (2) allow to start
the microservice, (3) keep the microservice running in an isolated environment, (4) allow to stop the
microservice and (5) allow to dismiss it.
The OSGi Connectors Loader component is responsible to load all the Connectors and make them available
to the platform. It is built on the OSGi framework Apache Felix and will dynamically check the presence of
the OSGi bundles (plug-ins) defining Connectors, loading, and unloading them on request.
As soon as the Microservices have been defined, can be combined to achieve the business logic task
thanks to the Orchestrator component. This component is responsible to combine existing microservices
using the Enterprise Integration Pattern notation (feature not yet ready). To support a higher level or
freedom the orchestrator allows also to use the JavaScript scripting language to combine microservices
following so a more programmatic approach.
The Olive Microservice Controller expose all this functionality both with Java and REST APIs. The firsts are
used to integrate the Olive platform in local and desktop application. The seconds are used to integrate
the Olive platform with remote applications. Over the REST APIs has been made available a management
web user interface that allow exploit all the features of the Olive Microservice Controller through the web
browser.
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Figure 3 - Olive Microservice Controller Architecture

1.1.

Olive Microservice Definition

A microservice in Olive is defined through a JSON file that contain the configuration of a specific connector.
The Olive platform can use this configuration file to create an instance of the connector and expose it
through a REST API. A connector is a function provided by the Olive framework, responsible to perform a
specific operation. An example is the MySQL connector that allow to query a MySQL database, or a Twitter
connector that allow to post and retrieve posts on Twitter.
The connectors are structured in a way that allow to specify which part of the specific operation must be
performed at microservice start, execution and stop. As example, the MySQL connector will establish the
connection with the database during the microservice start phase, will perform the query during the
execution phase and will close the connection during the stop phase. This allows to support connection
pooling and reuse the same database connection for all the microservice request, increasing the response
time. The configuration of the connectors is relevant to the start and execution phases. Considering again
the MySQL connector, the configuration of the start phase (that perform the connection to the database)
allow to specify the database endpoint address and port, the database name, and the access credentials,
while the configuration for the execution phase allow to specify only the query to perform.
With this configuration Olive generate a REST service that connect to the specified database and perform
the configured query, returning the results in a tabular format as defined by the connector.
Olive integrates out-of-the-box 24 connectors. Custom connectors can be added to the platform as OSGi
plugins. This allows to reuse existing OSGi based connectors like all the one provided by the Apache Camel
project.
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Olive distinguishes two kinds of connectors, depending on the communication pattern required:
•

•

Synchronous connectors: Types of connectors that provide a functionality on request. Such kind
of connectors are used to create REST microservices that once called perform some operations
and returns the results to the users. An example is the MySQL connector that is used to create
microservices that on user request will perform a query to the database and return the result to
the user.
Asynchronous connectors: Types of connectors that performs operations mainly in background.
The Olive platform create REST microservices also from that connector, but they did not return
the operations results to the users but will start to process the request in background. Such kind
of services may also not require the interaction with the users at all. Due to that fact, the Olive
platform allow to attach to such microservices a previously defined synchronous microservice
used to process their results. A typical example is a microservice that listen to a message bus. This
microservice continuously check in background the presence of new messages and as soon as a
message is received will forward it to a microservice responsible to store it in a MySQL database.

We can summarize that the synchronous connectors are used to create microservices that start to work
as soon as the user request them, while asynchronous connectors create microservices that start to work
as soon as the microservice is started.
Even though the main business logic of the microservice is provided by the used connector, the inputs,
and the output format of the microservice can be adapted. Those adaptations are also specified defining
them in the microservice configuration.
Olive allows also to check the status of the microservice. By default, Olive automatically recognizes if a
microservice is started, stopped and if its connector incurred in an error. In addition, the user can define
how the output should look like in terms of format and data content. This allows to perform a deeper
status check taking into account also the semantic of the output.
Microservices in Olive are organized in structures named Operations. Operations are methods that relate
to the same microservice and are the objects that contain the configuration of the connectors, the
definition of the inputs and the adaptation of the outputs. Operations are uniquely identified by their
name inside a microservice, which is instead identified through a unique ID.

1.1.1.

Microservice Inputs Definition

The definition of inputs for a microservice allow to have the microservice configuration partially
customizable by the final user through its inputs. In the microservice definition is possible to define which
inputs are required by the final users and how these inputs will impact microservice configuration. Since
the final user interacts with the microservice only during its execution (and not during the start and stop
phases), the inputs can go to affect only the microservice configuration section relative to the execution
phase. As an example, we consider a microservice that use the MySQL connector to perform a query to a
database. This connector allows to configure the database endpoint and credentials to use during the
starting phase of the microservice, so this means that such information cannot be customized asking
inputs to the final user. The configuration of the query to perform is defined instead in the execution
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phase so we can create a microservice input definition that customize the query. This means that we can
or ask the whole or only a part of the query to the final user as microservice input.
The customization of the microservice configuration through microservice inputs is done using a match
and replace mechanisms. In the configuration of the microservice is possible to specify placeholders that
will be replaced (previous validation) at execution time with the matching microservice input provided by
the final user. So, the definition of a microservice input require only a unique name for the input and the
name of the placeholder that is used in the configuration for the execution phase.
Using the previous example and imagining querying a database with the following SQL:
SELECT name FROM users WHERE mail=”Damiano.falcioni@boc-eu.com”;
If we want to have the mail as microservice input we must first add a placeholder to the query like:
SELECT name FROM users WHERE mail=”$mail_input_placeholder”;
And then define an input with name “mail_ID” and placeholder “$mail_input_placeholder”.
At this point when the final user calls the microservice REST endpoint he must POST as input a JSON object
like this:
{
“mail_ID”: {
“value” : “Damiano.falcioni@boc-eu.com”
}
}
The value provided for the input “mail_ID” will replace the placeholder string
“$mail_input_placeholder”, the resulting query will be performed, and the result returned to the
final user.

1.1.2.

Microservice Outputs Definition

At the definition of a microservice it is possible to adapt the output of the configured connector used in
the microservice, providing an algorithm in the JavaScript programming language. Such algorithm can be
used to parse the connector output and convert in the required format or do complex data processing
operations. Due to the high level of freedom left to the user, in this case there are some configurable
restrictions about the maximum allowed execution time of the algorithm and about the allowed
operations (for example operations on file system are denied). Despite such restrictions the following
additional data and functions are available:
•
•
•

output: a variable containing the JSON object returned by the connector.
input: a variable containing the JSON object provided as input by the final users to the
microservice POST endpoint.
out({..}): a function used to return the final adapted output. This function must be called as the
last instruction of your adaptation JavaScript. Accept as input a JSON object.
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•

callMicroservice(microserviceId, operationId, microserviceInputs): a function used to call an
existing microservice and obtain its output. It is used to simply the creation of complex adaptation
script, reusing existing microservices and can be used also to chain together microservice
functionalities. Require as input the unique id of the microservice, the id of the microservice
operation to perform and a JSON object containing the required microservice inputs. Return a
JSON object containing the output of the called microservice.

1.1.3.

Microservice Definition with ADOxx Model

The Microservice Definition Model type is an ADOxx library that allows to model the exact behaviour of
microservices and publish them in the Olive Microservice Framework. The definition of microservice using
models is possible thanks to the nature of the Olive platform that define microservices through
configuration. In this way the models can be used not only to document but also to configure the
microservice behaviour.
A specific meta-model in ADOxx allow to model the definition of microservices and how they should be
orchestrated. The Olive microservice framework can communicate with ADOxx in order to retrieve such
models and define with them the different microservices.
The Library ADL file is available for download at: https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controlleradoxx-classic-library/-/releases.

Figure 4 - Microservice Definition Model Sample
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A Microservice Definition Model is composed of objects representing microservices of different types,
based on the Olive Connector used, and relations representing dependencies between microservices.
Each of the specific microservice type objects has a set of common and specific attributes accessible from
its notebook. Common attributes are the description of the microservices and its auto-start value as well
as all the attributes related to the input and output. The microservice inputs can be specified in a tabular
form where each row is an input with information about its id, placeholder, description, and sample. The
output can be instead adapted providing a specific JavaScript algorithm with the relative description of
the new output.

Figure 5 - Microservice Definition Model, Input and Output Attributes

Health information are the last set of common attributes to all microservice objects and, like in the web
interface, the user is allowed to specify the JavaScript algorithm that will be applied in order to validate
the microservice output and check if the service is running properly or not.
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Figure 6 - Microservice Definition Model, Start and Call Attributes

The notebook sections named “Start” and “Call” contain instead the microservice specific attributes
dependent on the Olive Connector used. In the example in Figure 6 the microservice is based on the Olive
REST Connector and the “Start” related attributes allow to specify the HTTP method, Content type and
headers of the REST request to perform, while in the “Call” section there are attributes related to the REST
endpoint, query-string, and the optional data to post.

Figure 7 - Microservice Definition Model, Publishing feature

As soon as the microservice model is completed it can be published directly from the modelling
environment thanks to the “Publish Microservice” function available in the “Extra” menu bar. The function
will prompt for the endpoint of the Olive Microservice framework to use for the deployment, and it will
automatically make it live.
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1.1.4.

Connectors Collection

Olive provides out-of-the-box the following connectors:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

ADOxx Classic Connector: This connector allows to communicate with the ADOxx Modeler Classic
(desktop application) exploiting its SOAP interface. This allow to execute custom AdoScripts (only
a restricted set is allowed) remotely and create microservices that interacts with models.
Activiti DMN Engine Connector: This connector allows to evaluate a DMN model using the DMN
engine provided by Activiti.
Camunda DMN Engine Connector: This connector allows to evaluate a DMN model using the
DMN engine provided by Camunda.
Content Provider Connector: This connector allows to provide an arbitrary content to download.
It is used to create microservices that return previously uploaded data.
Content Receiver Connector: This connector allows to upload an arbitrary content and store
internally in the platform. It is used to create microservices that upload data needed by other
microservices.
KPIs Engine Connector: This connector allows to calculate the KPIs, and metrics defined in a KPI
model and return their value. The connector can interpret the model, identifying dependencies
between KPIs and evaluate their value and success status.
Excel Connector: This connector allows to read values available inside an Excel document,
evaluating formulas and controlling the cells to read.
Facebook Connector: This connector allows to interact with the Facebook Graph API. This allows
as example to publish and retrieve post, comments, find users, etc.
Fuseki Triple-store Connector: This connector is used to publish and retrieve content from the
Fuseki Triple-store. It allows to perform SPARQL queries to interact with the ontology defined in
the triple-store.
HP Printer Monitor Connector: This connector allows to retrieve the colour level of a network
connected HP Printer. This is used to create microservices that continuously monitor the status
of an HP printer and notify the administrator in case of problems.
JavaScript Engine Connector: This connector allows to execute a JavaScript code evaluating it
using the Java Nashorn engine. The JavaScript is executed in a restricted environment for security
reasons, and this allow to create general purpose microservices that perform any kind of
operation available in the JavaScript programming language.
JMS Publisher Connector: This connector is used to connect to a message bus compatible with
the JMS standard and publish some content on a specific topic.
JMS Subscriber Connector: This connector is used to connect to a message bus compatible with
the JMS standard and listen on new messages on a specific topic. This is a connector that follow
the asynchronous communication pattern.
Microservice Connector: This connector is used to schedule the execution of an existing
Microservice and run it in background. This is used to convert every synchronous microservice in
an asynchronous one.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

MSSQL Connector: This connector allows to perform a generic SQL query in a remote Microsoft
SQLServer database. This allows to both insert and retrieve data from the database.
MySQL Connector: This connector allows to perform a generic SQL query in a remote MySQL
database. This allows to both insert and retrieve data from the database.
OMiLAB Reservation Service Connector: This connector allows to control the access to another
existing microservice, using the functionalities of the OMiLAB Reservation service that allow to
reserve a device for a specific time slot generating a secret token that must be used to access the
services on that device only on such time slot.
REST Connector: This connector allows to communicate with existing remote services exposed
through the REST protocol. It can be used to create microservices that exploit the features of
external services through a wrapping/proxying around the original service functionalities.
SMTP Connector: This connector allows to interact with a remote SMTP server to send an e-mail
programmatically.
SOAP Connector: This connector allows to communicate with existing remote services exposed
through the SOAP protocol. It can be used to create microservices that exploit the features of
external services through a wrapping/proxying around the original service functionalities.
Twilio SMS Connector: This connector allows to exploit the SMS sending functionalities provided
by Twilio. It can be used to create microservice that send SMS programmatically like in response
to specific events, acting as notification mechanism.
Twitter POST Connector: This connector allows to interact with the Twitter API to post a tweet in
the configured account.
Twitter Search Connector: This connector allows to interact with the Twitter API to find tweets
matching a specific search query.
Twitter User Info Connector: This connector allows to interact with the Twitter API to retrieve
information about a specific tweet user.

1.1.5.

Connectors Development

A Connector is a Java class that extend a specific abstract class. The connector must extend the
SyncConnectorA abstract class to provide synchronous communication pattern support, while must
extend the AsyncConnectorA if have to provide an asynchronous communication behaviour.
The methods required to implement when the SyncConnectorA is extended are:
•

getName
Must return the name of this connector.
Returns:
String The name of the connector

•

getDescription
Must return the description of this connector.
Returns:
JsonObject The description of the connector in the following format:
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{
"language identifier ex: en/it/.." : "description in the specific
language",
"another language identifier" : "description in the specific
language",
...
}

•

getCallConfigurationTemplate
Must return the template for the configuration JSON required by performCall
Returns:
JsonObject The configuration template in the following format:
{
"unique name of one property " : {
"name" : "A name identifier for this property",
"description" : {
"language identifier ex: en/it/.." : "property description
in the specific language",
"another language identifier" : "property description in the
specific language",
...
},
"value" : "" //empty field that must be filled only when the
configuration for performCall is created
},
"unique name of another property" : {...},
...
}

This is the standard template for a configuration but any JSON can be created, depending on the
needs of performCall
•

getOutputDescription
Return the description of the possible outputs for this connector
Returns:
String - the description of the possible outputs for this connector

•

performCall
Must perform the calling operation and return the response.
Parameters:
callConfiguration - The configuration JSON as returned by
getCallConfigurationTemplate, but filled with values
Returns:
JsonObject A JSON object

•

getStartConfigurationTemplate
Must return the template for the configuration JSON required by start
Returns:
JsonObject The configuration template in the following format:
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{
"unique name of one property " : {
"name" : "A name identifier for this property",
"description" : {
"language identifier ex: en/it/.." : "property description in
the specific language",
"another language identifier" : "property description in the
specific language",
...
},
"value" : "" //empty field that must be filled only when the
configuration for start(JsonObject) is created
},
"unique name of another property" : {...},
...
}
This is the standard template for a configuration, but any JSON can be created, depending on
the needs of start.
•

start
Must perform all the initializations operations required for the connector. The method can be
blocking. In such a case only before the blocking happen it must call the setPreStarted
indicating that the starting will be completed on the next blocking operation.
Parameters:
startConfiguration - The configuration JSON as returned by
getStartConfigurationTemplate, but filled with values

•

stop
Must perform all the finalization operations required for the connector. The method cannot be
blocking.

The AsyncConnectorA is an extension of the SyncConnectorA, so in order to implement a
Connector that extend the AsyncConnectorA, the developer must implement all the abstract methods
of the SyncConnectorA described above, plus the following one:
•

setAsyncResponsesHandler
Must be used to manage and internally set the handler for asynchronous responses.
Parameters:
asyncResponseHandler - The handler to set up implementing the interface
AsyncResponseHandlerI

As you can see the methods required by an asynchronous connector are only one. The
setAsyncResponsesHandler that is responsible to provide to the connector a handler for the
output. This class implement a single method, handler that accept as input a JsonObect and return
nothing. This method is implemented by the Olive platform and the developer must use it in order to
process its output when needed.
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The Connector can then be packaged in an OSGi bundle or integrated directly in the Olive Microservice
Controller platform.
To integrate the connector in the Olive platform the developer must add its class definition if the
ConnectorsController class, in particular calling the addConnector method into its constructor.
In order to package the connector as an OSGi bundle the developer must use a bundler that combine all
the dependencies in the same JAR and export only the class abstracting the SyncConnectorA or the
AsyncConnectorA.
Olive OSGi Connector template is not yet ready.

1.2.

Microservice Instantiation

As soon as the microservice has been defined, Olive makes available a REST endpoint that expose the
microservice. At this point the microservice is ready to be used. The REST endpoint requires the unique id
of the microservice and the name of the microservice operation to execute as query parameters.
Microservice inputs instead must be provided in form of JSON object passed as POST data. The output is
returned also as JSON object with a standard structure that encapsulate the microservice output. Olive
uniform so the interfaces of all the defined microservices exposing them in a REST endpoint with POST
method with fixed query string parameters, POST data and output format.

Figure 8 - Olive Microservice REST endpoint sample using SoapUI

If the microservice is called before being started it will start automatically. The Olive Microservice
framework allow also to manually control the starting and stopping phase of a microservice to deallocate
resources on the machine. These operations are all manageable through the APIs of the Olive Microservice
Controller framework as well as through the management interface.
During the starting phase of a microservice a new Thread is executed and kept active till its stopping. In
the thread the configured connector used by the microservice is initialized. The configuration relative to
the starting phase is used for this initialization. As soon as all the initialization operation are completed
the microservice is in a started phase and ready to be executed. When the microservice is not used since
a long time or on user request it can be stopped. All the stopping operations of the connector are
executed, and the thread will be terminated.
The thread isolation level is something that is not so common in microservice development due to its
insecurity over shared variables. This is true but only if the user writes insecure code. The Olive
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Microservice Controller, following the approach of defining Microservices through connector
configuration, do not allow the user to create insecure code. The vulnerable point is in the development
of new connectors that the user may require, but in this case is the user responsible for the deployment
of a local instance of the Olive Microservice Controller and of its security, while if the new connector is
proposed to the community, it will follow a deep review process before being released and available to
download in the Olive Microservice Controller package.

1.3.

JAVA API

The Java API of the Olive Microservice framework are integrated in the same package of the framework
due to its Java based nature.
All the available JAVA interfaces are described in the Javadoc attached to the Olive Microservice
framework source code. The entry point is the in the MicroserviceController class of the
org.adoxx.microservice.api package. It contains all the methods to manage the microservice
and expose all the main APIs. This class contain the following methods:
•

unique
•

public static MicroserviceController unique()
throws Exception
Factory method that return every time the same MicroserviceController instance.
Returns:

MicroserviceController The unique MicroserviceController instance
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

newUnique
•

public static MicroserviceController newUnique()
throws Exception
Factory method that update the unique MicroserviceController instance with a new one and return
it.
Returns:

MicroserviceController The new MicroserviceController instance
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

setPersistenceHandler

public void setPersistenceHandler(PersistenceI handler)
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Set a new persistence handler that is used to store and retrieve the microservices configuration files
Parameters:

handler - A class implementing the PersistenceI interface
See Also:

PersistenceI
•

setLogHandler

public void setLogHandler(LogI handler)
Set a new Log handler
Parameters:

handler - A class implementing the LogI interface
See Also:

LogI
•

initAutostart
•

public void initAutostart()
throws Exception
Start all the microservice operations that have the autostart configuration with value true
Throws:

Exception
•

getStartedMicroservices

public javax.json.JsonObject getStartedMicroservices()
Return a JSON that contain the array list of all the started microservices operations with the used
configuration
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object of this format:
{
"startedList" : [{
"microserviceId" : "id of the started microservice",
"microserviceName" : "name of the started microservice",
"microserviceDescription" : "description of the started
microservice",
"operationId" : "id of the started microservice
operation",
"operationName" : "name of the started microservice
operation",
"operationDescription" : "description of the started
microservice operation"
},
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...
]
}
•

initStartedMicroservices
•

public void initStartedMicroservices(javax.json.JsonObject initConfigurati
on)
throws Exception
Start all the microservice operations provided
Parameters:

initConfiguration - The JSON object specifying the microservice
operations to start. The format accepted is the same as returned
by getStartedMicroservices() (name and description fields can be
skipped. Only Id fields are required)
{
"startedList" : [{
"microserviceId" : "id of the microservice to start",
"operationId" : "operation id of the microservice to
start"
},
...
]
}
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

getAvailableConnectors
•

public javax.json.JsonObject getAvailableConnectors()
throws Exception
Return a JSON object that contain all the available microservices connectors
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object of the same format returned
by ConnectorsController.getConnectors()
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
See Also:

SyncConnectorA, AsyncConnectorA
•

createEmptyMicroserviceConfiguration
•

public javax.json.JsonObject createEmptyMicroserviceConfiguration()
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throws
Exception
Create an empty microservice configuration using the Dummy Synchronous connector
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in the format required
by createMicroservice(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
See Also:

createMicroservice(JsonObject)
•

createDemoMicroserviceConfiguration
•

public javax.json.JsonObject createDemoMicroserviceConfiguration()
throws Exception
Create a Demo microservice configuration using both the Dummy Synchronous and Asynchronous
connectors
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in the format required
by createMicroservice(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
See Also:

createMicroservice(JsonObject)
•

createMicroservice
•

public String createMicroservice(javax.json.JsonObject microserviceConfigu
ration)
throws Exception
Create a microservice from the provided configuration
Parameters:

microserviceConfiguration - The JSON object specifying the
microservice configuration. The format accepted is the following :
{
"name" : "name for this microservice",
"description" : "description for this microservice",
"public" : true/false when the service must be public available
or not,
"defaultOperationId" : "id of the microservice operation to use
as default when a microservice is started called or stopped",
"operations" : {
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"unique id of the operation" : {
"name" : "name for this operation",
"description" : "description for this operation",
"autostart" : true/false when the operation must be
automatically started,
"configuration" : {
"connectorId" : "id of the connector to use,
obtained from getAvailableConnectors()",
"configStart" : {... JSON containing the connector
specific starting configuration as specified by the
startConfigurationTemplate obtained from getAvailableConnectors(),
but filled with a value ...},
"configCall" : {... JSON containing the connector
specific starting configuration as specified by the
callConfigurationTemplate obtained from getAvailableConnectors(),
but filled with a value ...},
"inputs" : {
"unique id of the input" : {
"matchingName" : "string that will be
searched anywhere in the configCall and replaced with the user
provided input specified in callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)",
"description" : "description of the
required input",
"workingExample" : "example of working
input to use for service status check. This value will be
substituted to the matchingName in the configCall"
}
},
"inputsAsync" : { //This must be present only if
the connector is asynchronous (identifiable by the JSON property
asyncConnectionRequired obtained from getAvailableConnectors())
"responseServiceId" : "id of the microservice
to where redirect the asynchronous response. If empty the current
microservice is used",
"responseServiceOperationId" : "id/name of the
microservice operation to where redirect the asynchronous response.
If empty the default will be used",
"responseServiceInputId" : "id of the
microservice input to where redirect the asynchronous response. If
empty the response will not be redirected",
"responseServiceOtherInputs" : { //the values
of the other inputs required by the microservice
"other input id" : {
"value" : "value of this microservice
input"
}
},
"inputAdaptationAlgorithm" : "javascript code
used to adapt the data to provide to the response service. It can
only return null or a string. If it return null the redirection is
not performed, while if is a string this will be redirected. Inside
this algorithm is it possible to read the variable 'serviceOutput'
and call the function 'callMicroservice(microserviceId, operationId,
microserviceInputs)'"
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},
"outputDescription" : "textual description of the
microservice call output",
"outputAdaptationAlgorithm" : "javascript code used
to personalize the output of the microservice. The algorithm have
access to the microservice call output through the javascript
variable 'serviceOutput' and its last instruction must be the
desired output.",
"statusCheckAlgorithm" : "javascript code that is
executed during the checkMicroserviceStatus(String). The algorithm
have access to the microservice call output through the javascript
variable 'serviceOutput' and its last instruction must be a boolean
expression that will indicate if the service is working correctly or
not"
}
}
},
"moreInfos" : {
"visible" : true,
"presentationImageUrl" : "",
"ownerHtml" : "",
"descriptionHtml" : ""
}
}
Returns:

String The unique Id of the created microservice
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

updateMicroservice
•
•

public void updateMicroservice(String microserviceId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceConfiguration)
throws Exception
Update an existing microservice with a new configuration. If the microservice is not present it will be
created with the provided id.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The Id of the microservice to update
microserviceConfiguration - The new microservice configuration. The
format of the JSON object is the same of the one provided
in createMicroservice(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
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•

deleteMicroservice
•

public void deleteMicroservice(String microserviceId)
throws Exception
Delete an existing microservice. If the microservice is not present an exception is raised.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The Id of the microservice to delete
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

retrieveAllMicroservicesId
•

public List<String> retrieveAllMicroservicesId()
throws Exception
Return a list of id of all the created microservices
Returns:

List The list of created microservice's id
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

retrieveAllMicroservices
•

public javax.json.JsonObject retrieveAllMicroservices(boolean allIncluding
Privates)
throws Exception
Return a JSON containing information about the available microservices
Parameters:

allIncludingPrivates - If true, return all the microservices, if
false return only the publics one
Returns:

JsonObject a JSON objectin the following format
{
"unique id of the microservice" : {
"name" : "name for this microservice",
"description" : "description for this microservice"
}
}
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
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•

retrieveMicroserviceDetails
•

public javax.json.JsonObject retrieveMicroserviceDetails(String microservi
ceId)
throws Exception
Return a JSON containing information about the available operations for the provided microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to look for the
operations
Returns:

JsonObject a JSON objectin the following format
{
"id" : "id of this microservice",
"name" : "name for this microservice",
"description" : "description for this microservice",
"operations" : {
"unique id of the operation" : {
"name" : "name for this operation",
"description" : "description for this operation"
}
},
"moreInfos" : {
The moreInfos tag associated to this microservice
configuration
}
}
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

retrieveMicroserviceConfiguration
•

public javax.json.JsonObject retrieveMicroserviceConfiguration(String micr
oserviceId)
throws Exception
Return the JSON configuration for the required microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to look for the
configuration
Returns:

JsonObject The microservice configuration. The format of the JSON
object is the same of the one provided
in createMicroservice(JsonObject)
Throws:
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Exception - in case of error
•

getMicroserviceIOInfo
•

public javax.json.JsonObject getMicroserviceIOInfo(String microserviceId)
throws Exception
Return a JSON object that contains inputs and outputs information for the microservice having the
provided id and default operation.
The requiredInputTemplate in particular must be used to create the input for
the callMicroservice(String, JsonObject) while the outputStructured to process its
output.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to look for the inputs
and outputs informations
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object of this format:
{
"requiredInputTemplate" : {
"id of one input" : {
"description" : "Here you can find the description of
this input field",
"workingExample" : "Here you can find a valid value
for this input field",
"value" : "This is empty and must be filled by the
user when calling the callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)"
},
"id of another input" : {...},
...
},
"outputDescription" : "Here you can find the description of
the output"
"asyncConnectionRequired" : true/false respectively if the
used connector extend the asynchronous abstract class
AsyncConnectorA or the synchronous abstract class SyncConnectorA,
}
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
See Also:

SyncConnectorA, AsyncConnectorA
•

getMicroserviceIOInfo
•

public javax.json.JsonObject getMicroserviceIOInfo(String microserviceId,
String operationId)
throws Exception
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Return a JSON object that contains inputs and outputs information for the microservice having the
provided id and operation.
The requiredInputTemplate in particular must be used to create the input for
the callMicroservice(String, JsonObject).
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to look for the inputs
and outputs informations
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to look for the
inputs and outputs informations
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object of the same format
of getMicroserviceIOInfo(String)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
See Also:

SyncConnectorA, AsyncConnectorA
•

startAllMicroserviceOperations
•

public void startAllMicroserviceOperations(String microserviceId)
throws Exception
Start the all the operations of the provided microservice.
If one microservice operation is already started it will be ignored.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to look for the
configuration
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

startMicroservice
•

public void startMicroservice(String microserviceId)
throws Exception
Start the default operation of the provided microservice.
If the microservice operation is already started it will be ignored.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to start
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

startMicroservice
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•

public void startMicroservice(String microserviceId,
String operationId)
throws Exception
Start the provided operation of the provided microservice.
If the microservice operation is already started it will be ignored.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to start
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to start
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

callMicroservice
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callMicroservice(String microserviceId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceInputs)
throws Exception
Call the default operation of the provided microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to call
microserviceInputs - The JSON of the inputs in the format:
{
"id of one input" : {
"value" : "The value for this input filed as described in
the JSON template requiredInputTemplate returned by
getMicroserviceIOInfo(String)"
},
"id of another input" : {...},
...
}
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in one of the two formats returned
by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

callMicroservice
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callMicroservice(String microserviceId,
String operationId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceInputs)
throws Exception
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Call the provided operation of the provided microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to call
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to call
microserviceInputs - The JSON of the inputs is described
in callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in one of the two formats returned
by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

stopMicroservice
•

public void stopMicroservice(String microserviceId)
throws Exception
Stop the default operation of the provided microservice
If the microservice operation is already stopped it will be ignored.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to stop
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

stopMicroservice
•

public void stopMicroservice(String microserviceId,
String operationId)
throws Exception
Stop the provided operation of the provided microservice
If the microservice operation is already stopped it will be ignored.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to stop
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to stop
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

stopAllMicroserviceOperations
•

public void stopAllMicroserviceOperations(String microserviceId)
throws Exception
Stop the all the started operations of the provided microservice.
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Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to look for the
configuration
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

callMicroserviceForced
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callMicroserviceForced(String microserviceId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceInputs)
throws Exception
Call the default operation of the provided microservice. If the microservice operation is stopped, will
be started, called and then stopped.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to call
microserviceInputs - The JSON of the inputs is described
in callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in one of the two formats returned
by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

callMicroserviceForced
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callMicroserviceForced(String microserviceId,
String operationId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceInputs)
throws Exception
Call the provided operation of the provided microservice. If the microservice operation is stopped,
will be started, called and then stopped.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to call
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to call
microserviceInputs - The JSON of the inputs is described
in callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in one of the two formats returned
by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:
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Exception - in case of error
•

callMicroserviceForcedNoThread
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callMicroserviceForcedNoThread(String microse
rviceId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceInputs)
throws Exception
Call the default operation of the provided microservice. If the microservice operation is stopped, will
be started, called and then stopped. A new Thread is not created in this case.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to call
microserviceInputs - The JSON of the inputs is described
in callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in one of the two formats returned
by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

callMicroserviceForcedNoThread
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callMicroserviceForcedNoThread(String microse
rviceId,
String operationId,
javax.json.JsonObject microserviceInputs)
throws Exception
Call the provided operation of the provided microservice. If the microservice operation is stopped,
will be started, called and then stopped. A new Thread is not created in this case.
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to call
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to call
microserviceInputs - The JSON of the inputs is described
in callMicroservice(String, JsonObject)
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object in one of the two formats returned
by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
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•

checkMicroserviceConnectorStatus
•

public javax.json.JsonObject checkMicroserviceConnectorStatus(String micro
serviceId)
throws Exception
Check the current connector status of the default operation of the provided microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to check
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object of this format:
{
"connectorInstanceStatus" : "STARTED/STOPPED/ERROR",
"error" : ""
}
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

checkMicroserviceConnectorStatus
•

public javax.json.JsonObject checkMicroserviceConnectorStatus(String micro
serviceId,

•

String operationId)
throws Exception
Check the current connector status of the provided operation for the provided microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to check
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to check
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object as specified
in checkMicroserviceConnectorStatus(String):
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

checkMicroserviceStatus
•

public javax.json.JsonObject checkMicroserviceStatus(String microserviceId
)
throws Exception
Check the current status of the default operation of the provided microservice
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Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to check
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object of this format:
{
"connectorInstanceStatus" : "STARTED/STOPPED/ERROR",
"serviceStatus" : "UP/DOWN/UNKNOWN/ERROR",
"error" : ""
}
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

checkMicroserviceStatus
•
•

public javax.json.JsonObject checkMicroserviceStatus(String microserviceId
,
String operationId)
throws Exception
Check the current status of the provided operation for the provided microservice
Parameters:

microserviceId - The id of the microservice to check
operationId - The id of the microservice operation to check
Returns:

JsonObject A JSON object as specified
in checkMicroserviceStatus(String):
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

fixAllStartedMicroservices
•

public void fixAllStartedMicroservices()
throws Exception
Terminate all the unresponding started services operations
Throws:

Exception - in case of error
•

callSyncConnectorForced
•

public javax.json.JsonObject callSyncConnectorForced(javax.json.JsonObject
connectorConfiguration)
throws Exception
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Perform a direct call to a synchronous connector and return the results
Parameters:

connectorConfiguration - The JSON object specifying the connector
configuration. The format accepted is the following and is an
extract of the microservice configuration described
in createMicroservice(JsonObject)}:
{
"connectorId" : "id of the connector to use, obtained from
getAvailableConnectors()",
"configStart" : {... JSON containing the connector specific
starting configuration as specified by the
startConfigurationTemplate obtained from getAvailableConnectors(),
but filled with a value ...},
"configCall" : {... JSON containing the connector specific
starting configuration as specified by the callConfigurationTemplate
obtained from getAvailableConnectors(), but filled with a value ...}
}
Returns:

JsonObject The result of the call as a JSON object in one of the two
formats returned by BasicConnectorA.performCall(JsonObject)
Throws:

Exception - in case of error

1.4.

REST API

The REST API of the Olive Microservice framework are provided in a separate package that wrap the
original Java API in REST endpoints with JAX-RS technology.
Every REST API produce as output a JSON object of this format:
{
“status”: 0,
“data”: {…}
}
when everything is executed correctly, while:
{
“status”: -1,
“error”: “error description”
}
when there is an error in the execution of a microservice.
Every method produces an application/json mime type, and every POST consume an
application/json mime type.
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The following REST API are exposed by the Olive microservice platform:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

getAvailableConnectors: a GET method that return a JSON object that contain all the
available microservices connectors.
getStartedMicroservices: a GET method that return a JSON object containing the ids of
all the started microservice.
createMicroservice: a POST method that accept a microservice configuration JSON as
input and generate the microservice returning its unique id. TODO: Explain more the format
createEmptyMicroserviceConfiguration: a GET method that generate an empty
configuration JSON to use with the createMicroservice method.
createDemoMicroserviceConfiguration: a GET method that generate a demo
configuration JSON to use with the createMicroservice method.
updateMicroservice: a POST method that update the configuration of an existing
microservice. The JSON of the new configuration and the unique id of the microservice to update
have to be provided as parameters.
deleteMicroservice: a GET method that delete an existing microservice identified by the
unique id provided as parameter.
retrieveAllMicroservices: a GET method that return a list of all available microservices.
retrieveMicroserviceDetails: a GET method that return a list of all available
microservices including more details like the description of the microservice with all its
operations.
retrieveMicroserviceConfiguration: a GET method that return the configuration
JSON of the microservice identified by the unique id provided as parameter.
getMicroserviceIOInfo: a GET method that return information about required inputs and
provided output of the microservice identified by the id provided as parameter.
startMicroservice: a GET method that start the microservice identified by the unique id
provided as parameter.
startAllMicroserviceOperations: a GET method that start all the operations of the
microservice identified by the unique id provided as parameter.
callMicroservice: a POST method that execute a started microservice. The method expects
the id of the microservice to execute and a JSON object containing the required inputs. TODO:
Explain more the format
stopMicroservice: a GET method that require the unique id of a microservice as parameter
and will stop it when previously started.
stopAllMicroserviceOperations: a GET method that require the unique id of a
microservice as parameter and will stop all its operations if previously started.
callMicroserviceForced: a POST method that execute a microservice. If the microservice
is not started it will automatically start it. The method expects the id of the microservice to
execute and a JSON object containing the required inputs. TODO: Explain more the format
checkMicroserviceStatus: a GET method that return the status of the microservice. The
possible outcome can be STARTED, STOPPED, ERROR, UNKONOW. TODO: Explain more
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•
•
•
•

checkMicroserviceConnectorStatus: a GET method that return the status of a
microservice connector.
fixAllStartedMicroservices: a GET method that is used to refresh the internal cache of
started microservices resolving rare synchronization problems.
callSyncConnectorForced: a POST method that is used to directly call a connector without
creating a microservice. Mainly for testing purposes.
uploadLocalFile: a POST method that allow to upload a file in the Olive Platform. Mainly for
testing purposes.

1.5.

Management Interface

The main interface is composed of a simple view that allow to select a microservice from a list of all the
public microservices or provide the ID of the microservice in case of a private one. As soon as a
microservice is selected or provided, the list of all its operation is filled. From this point the interface allow
to delete the microservice using the Delete button, edit the microservice configuration via the Edit button,
starting all its operation using the Start button and stopping all the started operations using the Stop
button. When the user selects an operation, its status is displayed as a green, yellow, red indicator
indicating respectively if the microservice operation is running correctly, if is running with some errors
(reporting them) or if is stopped. Pressing now the Start button the single operation can be started if
stopped, while pressing the Stop button can be stopped if started. Using the Test, a Call button is now
possible also to test the microservice operation via another interface. At any time is possible to click the
Create New button that allow to configure a new microservice starting from scratch.

Figure 9 - Olive Microservice Controller Management UI - Main view

The Testing interface that appears when the Test a call button is pressed, allow to easily interact with the
microservice REST endpoint, providing to the user a view of the required inputs to provide and of the
produced output. All the input fields are generated automatically from the microservice definition and
clicking the testing button they will be combined in the format accepted by the microservice, sent to it
and the output visualized in the relative view. The interface so (1) visualizes the full REST endpoint to call
and the JSON of input data to post in order to use the microservice, (2) allow to test the microservice with
the provided inputs and (3) visualize the output in raw JSON with possibility to test a JavaScript algorithm
to process it.
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Figure 10 - Olive Microservice Controller Management UI - Test view

The interface visualized when the Create New button is pressed on the main view is the same of the one
visualized when the Edit button on the main view is pressed. The only difference is the content visualized,
that in the first case is empty, while in the second case is pre-filled with the data of the existing
microservice definition.
This interface allows to specify first the details of the microservice with its name and description and if it
must be visualized in the list of the public microservices available in the main view or if is a private one
and accessible only knowing its ID. Then allow to add operations to the microservice. The operations
created can be deleted pressing the delete button available on the right side of the operation header.
Clicking on the header it will expand allowing to configure all the details of the operation.

Figure 11- Olive Microservice Controller Management UI - Edit/New Microservice view collapsed.

Expanding each operation section the user can modify the operation id, its visualized named and
description and if the operation should start automatically with the Olive platform. If not selected the user
must start it manually before being able to use it. If the default checkbox is checked means that this
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operation is the entry point of the microservice and can be executed without providing the operation id
but only the microservice id. Only one operation per microservice can be set as default. After this general
configuration, the user must select the connector to use for this operation. The select box provide a list
of all the connectors available and on its selection change, all the subsequent configurations will change
accordingly.
The start configuration view will visualize all the inputs required by the connector during its initialization.
These vary from connectors to connectors and may also be empty. In the case of the REST Connector this
section will contain the definition of the REST method to use, the expected mime content type and
optionally a list of additional HTTP headers to setup. The Call Configuration view will display all the inputs
required by the connector during the execution phase. These also vary from connectors to connectors
and may also be empty. In the case of the REST Connector this view will display the configuration of the
REST endpoint with optionally its query string and in case of POST or PUT methods optionally the data to
send. This section is the only one that can be affected by the microservice input from the user, using the
placeholders defined in the microservice inputs section. The Call Configuration Inputs view allow to define
the microservice inputs to ask to the final users and the placeholder to replace. Every row in this section
defines a microservice input. New inputs can be added using the “Add New Call Configuration Input”
button and removed pressing the X button relative to the row. Every input requires a unique ID, the name
of the placeholder to match for the replacements with the inputs provided by the final users, a description
and an example of working input value. This value will be used also during the microservice status check
to evaluate the correctness of the microservice output. The next section to configure is the output
description of your microservice that may be the same of the connector output if no adaptation algorithm
is defined. In case the output must be adapted, a JavaScript code can be provided in the Output
Adaptation Algorithm section. This JavaScript code can access the original output of the connector
through the variable output and the microservice inputs through the variable input. Both values are
in form of JSON objects. Additionally a function “out({…})” is available and must be called as last
instruction of the algorithm in order to return the new value provided as parameter to the out function
in JSON object format. In this code also the callMicroservice(microserviceId,
operationId, microserviceInputs) function can be used in order to call another microservice
operation and use its output. The last section allows to provide an algorithm to process the output during
the microservice status check. The last instruction in this case must be a Boolean value identifying if the
output is correct or not.
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Figure 12 - Olive Microservice Controller Management UI - Edit/New Microservice view expanded.

1.6.

Source Code Compilation

The Olive Microservice Framework is composed of two Java projects based on Maven. The core project is
represented by the Microservice Controller that expose all the framework functionalities as Java APIs.
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Dependent on this project there is the Microservice Controller REST that expose all the functionalities
through REST protocol.
The following software requirements are needed:
•
•
•

Java 8 to 11
Maven
Git

In order to compile the framework, you must build the dependencies:
1. Obtain the Microservice Controller source code:
Download the zip from https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller or git clone
https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller.git in a command console.
2. Open the source folder in a command console.
3. Build executing mvn install in the console.
Now you can build the war file to deploy in an application server:
1. Obtain the Microservice Controller REST interface source code:
Download the zip from https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller-rest or git
clone https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller-rest.git in a command console.
2. Open the source folder in a command console.
3. Build executing mvn install in the console.
The microservice-controller-rest.war file is now available in the “target” folder and ready to be deployed
in an application server of your choice like Apache Tomcat 8.5 as explained in Section 1.7.

1.7.

Manual Deployment

In order to manually deploy the Olive Microservice Controller you have to do the following steps:
1. Download the last version of the compiled microservice-controller-rest.war file from
https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller-rest/-/tags
2. Deploy the WAR file in a Tomcat webapp folder.
3. Update the paths in the configuration file config.json under micro-service-controllerrest\src\main\resources\org\adoxx\microservice\api\rest
The required configuration keys are:
• microservicesDefinitionFolder: containing the folder where to store the microservices
Json configuration files.
• uploadFolder: containing the folder where to store the uploaded files.
• logFileName: containing the path of the log file.
• autostartEnabled: when true all the microservice that have an auto-start property
enabled will start at runtime.
Once deployed the management web interface will be available at http://your_domain/microservice-controller-rest/.
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1.8.

Standalone Package Deployment

The standalone package is a fast way to deploy the Olive Microservice Controller. It is provided in the form
of a standalone zip file containing all the components and dependencies preconfigured to work out-ofthe-box. This is useful mainly for testing and development purpose and should not be used on production
environment.
To proceed perform the following steps:
1. Download the last version of the Olive Microservice Controller fast deployment installation
package from this URL: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/microservice-controller-fast-deploymentpackage/-/tags.
2. Extract the content of the zip archive in a folder.
3. Read the README file in order to have more information on how to proceed.
4. Execute the "1-Start Microservice Controller.bat" file.
5. Open the link "2-Open Olive Microservice Controller Management UI".
6. Terminate the execution closing every command console opened in the points 4 (Ctrl+c).

1.9.

Docker Deployment

The “dockerized” version of the Olive Microservice Controller allows to simplify the deployment on
production servers and Linux environment that do not support the fast deployment package. The
repository https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller-docker contain the Dockerfile that
generate a Docker image ready to be executed containing the last version of the Olive Microservice
Controller.
In order to start a Docker container, you have to perform the following steps:
1. Download the Dockerfile from the repository https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/microservicecontroller-docker
2. Build the image using the command:
sudo docker build --no-cache -t olive-msc .
3. Run the container using a folder as volume for persistence:
mkdir ./msc-data
sudo docker run -d -p 8080:8080 --name
data/:/opt/msc-data/ olive-msc

olive-msc

-v

${PWD}/msc-

The management web interface of the Microservice Controller will be now available at
http://127.0.0.1:8080/micro-service-controller-rest/.
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2. Frontend – Olive Micro-Frontend Workbench
The Micro-frontend framework applies the same methodologies used in the backend by the microservice
controller, to UI level. The application looks and feel is constructed, using the micro-frontend framework,
through configuration of available UI components named Widgets.
A Widget for the UI of a web application is provided in form of a standard Web-Component module that
can be rendered in a Web Browser (on both desktop and mobile). The framework includes widgets that
target different platforms, but mostly focus on Web Browsers and MS Teams pages.

Figure 13 - OLIVE Micro-frontend Architecture

The OLIVE framework allows to define the configuration for each widget, that result in a specific instance
of the widget. As a sample, the marketplace item visualization widget is instantiated several times, each
one with the specific marketplace item content. The different instances can then be combined together
through the configuration of widgets specifics for the layout.
Both the widgets and their configurations are provided in a community-based repository that enable the
component’s sharing and that can be imported into the framework for extension.
Each instantiated widget can be finally exposed publicly by the framework to a specific endpoint,
responsible to deliver the widgets and its configuration to the supported clients.

2.1.

UI Widget Definition

A Widget instance is provided in form of a JSON file containing the configuration for the specific Widget.
Each widget targeting web platforms is in form of a standard Web-Component enriched with a manifest
that specify what are the required inputs and the expected results of the widget. This allows to align with
latest HTML standards and reuse existing components provided by other frameworks. Additionally, as
currently the most relevant web framework, like React or Vue, support the creation of Web-Components,
their development does not require additional specific knowledge related to the OLIVE framework.
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In the manifest of each widget can be optionally defined another widget responsible to provide a
customized configuration UI, specific for the widget. This allows to use widgets not only for the final web
application but also to enrich the user experience of widget configuration inside the OLIVE framework.
The OLIVE Micro-frontend framework enable the collection of the defined configurations for each user
and make them available to other widgets, in particular to the ones responsible for the layout of the
interface. This enables the composition of the final UI using small feature specific UI elements in
accordance with the micro-frontend methodology.

2.2.

UI Widget Instantiation

As soon as a widget is configured, a new entry in the widget instances repository is created and the new
UI element is ready to be exposed to a specific endpoint for client delivery.
The micro-frontend framework enables the definition of different endpoints, associating them to the
widget to expose and the configuration to use. The page is then automatically created in order to deliver
to the client the Widget component in form of JavaScript file (for widgets targeting Web Browsers and MS
Teams pages) and the Widget configuration in form of JSON file and render it in the right view. Each
endpoint is associated with exactly one widget instance (including the widget and its configuration) that
usually deliver the final layout.

2.3.

Olive UI Workbench Requirement identification

TODO
Functional requirements identification:

1. Portal must allow to have configurable header, footer and navigation bar
1. Configuration possible only for admin users
1. Authentication mechanisms required
2. User management required
2. Configuration possible through an administrative section of the portal
3. Header and footer must be customized directly in HTML
1. An HTML editor must be integrated to edit the content of header and
footer
4. Navigation bar must be configurable in a section
1. List all navigation bar items
2. Add a new navigation bar item
3. Modify an existing navigation bar item
4. Delete an existing navigation bar item
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5. Navigation bar items must be added/modified providing an item name plus a
choice between :
1. HTML content
1. The HTML content must be rendered in the central section of the
portal when the navigation bar item is clicked
2. An HTML editor must be integrated to add the content
2. One of the defined widgets with one widget instance data must be
specified
1. eg. Project overview widget with EIS2020 instances data
2.

The portal must allow to manage widgets
1. A specific administration UI section is required
1. To visualize all the defined widgets
2. To create a new widget
3. To edit an existing widget
4. To delete a widget
5. Accessible only to registered users
2. At widget creation and edit the portal must allow the user to
1. edit the widget UI in HTML/JS format
1. NOTE: The widget must be specified in web-component standard
and accept a JSON as input
2. edit the widget configuration UI in HTML/JS format (optional content)
1. NOTE: The widget must be specified in web-component standard
and produce a JSON as output in the same format accepted by
the widget UI
3. specify a widget unique name
4. specify if this widget require admin approval on every instantiation

3.

The portal must contain out-of-the-box the following widget definitions:
1. “Project overview” widget
1. Widget UI show a grid of tiles with project image, name, small description
2. Widget UI show on top of the grid a button that create a new instance of a
“Project content” widget
3. NOTE: Widget UI need as data a list of “Project content” widget instances
IDs and the text for the button
4. Widget configuration UI must allow to
1. change the button name
2. “Project content” widget
1. The widget UI visualize:
1. An header composed of project image, name, keywords and
affiliation
2. A left side menu composed of
1. Home, Details and Member as fixed and mandatory items
2. Possibility to add additional items by an authorized user
3. A right side space that display the Home content, Details content,
Member content or any of the additional items content when the
corresponding menu entry is clicked
4. NOTE: require as data a JSON with all that informations: project
image, project name, keywords, ...
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2. The widget configuration UI allow to edit all the fields

4.

The portal must allow to manage widget instances
1. provide server side methods to save widget instance data
2. A widget instance is defined by a name, the widget id and a data in JSON format
1. eg. a widget instance for the Project overview widget is named “EIS2020
Projects” and as data a list of “Project Content” widget instance IDs
3. Every widget instance have a list of rights associated that specify what a user
can do (owner, editor, visualizer)
4. Every widget instance have an authorization requirement associated that specify
if the instance is public or restricted.
1. If restricted it can be visualized only by all the authorized users (owner,
editor and visualizer)
5. Every registered user must be allowed to create a widget instance
6. Users with owner rights will be allowed to view, modify and delete a widget
instance
7. Users with editor rights will be allowed to view and modify a widget instance
8. Users with visualizer rights will be allowed to view the widget instance
9.
10.
11. Every time a new widget instance is created must be checked if the widget
require admin approval.
1. The admin must be notified by mail of new instance requests
2. The portal must provide an administration section where
1. Admin can visualize for every widget, the proposed new instances
2. Admin can accept the new instance
1. The new instance will be published
2. The creator of the new instance will be notified by mail
3. Admin can reject the new instance
1. The creator of the new instance will be notified by mail
12. A specific section in the portal is required that
1. is accessible by every registered user
2. visualize for every widget the list of all instances
3. delete a widget instance
4. create a new widget instance
1. the specific widget configuration UI is displayed and used to
generate the widget instance data
2. the user rights of owner will be associated to the created instance
5. modify a new widget instance
1. the specific widget configuration UI is displayed and used to
generate the widget instance data
2. The user rights of owner will be associated to the created instance
6.
13. A specific section in the portal is required that
1. is accessible by all registered users
2. show the rights of a widget instance
1. only if the user have owner rights on the widget instance or is
admin
3. delete a right of a widget instance
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1. only if the user have owner rights on the widget instance or is
admin
4. add a right of a widget instance
1. allow to specify a username
2. allow to specify a rights between: owner, editor, visualizer
3. only if the user have owner rights on the widget instance or is
admin

14. A template is defined by
1. A UI that visualize an overview of all the template instances
1. May include the definition of a tile for a single template instance
2. Include the definition of a button to allow registered users to
create a new template instance
1. button name and CSS style must be configurable
3. The admin must be allowed to define this UI in HTML
2. A UI that visualize the content of a template instance
1. The admin must be allowed to define this UI in HTML
3. A UI to configure the template instance
1. allow the users to fill all the parameters required to create and
modify a template instance
2. must allow to specify if a parameter is mandatory or not
3. must produce the data required by the content UI and partially by
the overview UI
4. The admin must be allowed to define this UI in HTML
15. Project Template (Minimum required template)
1. Overview UI: HTML that display
1. grid of tiles
1. Require a list of project images, names, small description
2. Add new Project button
2. Content UI: HTML that display
1. An header composed of project image, name, keywords and
affiliation
2. A left side menu composed of
1. Home, Details and Member as fixed and mandatory items
2. Possibility to add additional items by an authorized user
3. A right side space that display the Home content, Details content,
Member content or any of the additional items content when the
corresponding menu entry is clicked
3. Configuration UI: HTML that display
1. An input field for the project name
2. An input field for the project image
1. Including a button for image upload
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3.
4.
5.
6.

An input field for a small description of the project
An input field for keywords
An input field for affiliation
An input field for every mandatory items content (Home, Details
and Member)
7. A button to add additional items and content to the menu in
(2.3.2.2.2)
1. Content provided as HTML with an integrated editor
16. The defined templates must be stored by the portal
3.

The portal must allow to instantiate templates
1. Only registered users must be allowed to create a new instance of a template
2. A navigation item with the required template must first be created (1.5.2.1)
1. The button defined in (2.2.1.2) must open the configuration UI in (2.3.3)
3. The final publish must be approved by an administrator
1. The admin must be notified by mail of new instance requests
2. The portal must provide an administration section where
1. Admin can visualize for every template, the proposed new
instances
2. Admin can accept the new instance
1. The new instance will be published
2. The creator of the new instance will be notified by mail
3. Admin can reject the new instance
1. The creator of the new instance will be notified by mail
4. The registered user who created the new instance must be assigned with Creator
rights on the created instance
1. The grants association must be stored by the platform
5. The portal must store for every template the list of configured template instances
1. The configuration data returned by the configuration UI in (2.3.3) must be
stored

4.
The portal must allow to assign rights to registered users for the created template
instances
1. The portal must provide for every template instance an administrative interface
where an authorized user can
1. Assign an access grant for an user on the template instance
2. Revoke an access grant for an user on the template instance
2. Only authorized users must be allowed to modify the data content of the instance
1. except deleting mandatory data

The widget manager will allow to provide the HTML for the project overviews (grid with tiles) and
for the project content.
All the HTML that the user/admin is supposed to create in the configuration section of the portal
must be created using the widget manager in order to reuse widget components
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Marketplace Architecture

The Change2Twin Marketplace is a web application built on top of the OLIVE framework. In particular it
relies on microservices created with the OLIVE Microservice Controller, for the backend part, while the
frontend user interface is composed of modular components combined in the OLIVE micro-frontend
framework.

Marketplace Use

Marketplace Outlook
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3. Olive Framework Market Segment
The Microservice management part of the Olive platform provide functionalities like FaaS frameworks despite using a totally different approach.
FaaS frameworks allow the user to write a function in one of the programming languages supported by their runtime and they will manage the
building and deploying phase, generating at the end, a REST endpoint that execute the function written by the user. The building phase depend
on the runtime language used but the deploying phase commonly rely on containerization in Docker of the application generated from the initial
function. The microservice controller of Olive also allow at the end to have a REST endpoint that expose a specific functionality, but the user do
not have to define this functionality writing a function, instead he must configure some existing and more generic components named Connectors
that implement the functionality to expose. To notice here that a JavaScript engine connector is available in Olive that accept as configuration a
function in JavaScript, acting as a JavaScript runtime of a FaaS framework, so allowing to create microservices writing functions in JavaScript like a
FaaS. Different from a FaaS the building phase is not required because the connectors are already compiled, and the deployment did not use the
containerization approach, but the connector code is executed in a different thread of the Olive framework. This is still safe because the user input
is limited to the configuration of the Connectors, that are quality tested and reviewed components.
On the frontend side, full comparison with FaaS framework is not possible because they provide only backed functionalities. The development of
the user interface of the web application oversees the developer using external technologies. Olive, thanks to the Micro-fronted UI, provide an
environment where the developer can create and deploy the required UI for its web application.
The Microservice Controller share also relevant similarities with Flow Programming frameworks like Node-RED. Connectors are similar concepts
that in flow programming frameworks are used to extend functionalities of the platform and perform a particular task using a specific
configuration. In Olive they are used for the same scope but are extended with concepts of starting, stopping and executing operations to support
microservice phases, are thread isolated and are OSGi based. Differences in these cases are about the concepts of events introduced in the flow
programming approach that are not reflected in the Olive microservice controller, but, on the other side, Olive is more focused on the generation
of microservices.
The following table summarize the more relevant concepts between such approaches:
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Setup

Build

Run

Installation

Development Configuration Testing

Deploy Start Operate Stop Dismiss

Setup support with two options:
Container based package ready for cloud
deployment
➢ Technically realized using Docker
Compose
•
Simple no dependencies and zero
configuration package ready for local
deployment and platform testing
➢ Technically realized using relative
links in a standalone zip package
Use an existing setup running on ADOxx cloud
•
https://www.adoxx.org/micro-servicecontroller-rest/

Manual

FaaS
frameworks

Olive

•

Setup support
For open source frameworks
Package download with setup instructions
Use an existing setup running on cloud
•
For commercial frameworks
•
•

No setup support
User must install and configure a specific
development environment compliant with a
microservice development framework. Eg:
•
Spring Boot framework
•
Eclipse programming environment

•
•
•

•
•
•

An Olive web application is the result of the creation of
UI and microservices functionalities
Development of UI:
Using Web Component standards
Development of microservices:
programming functions in script languages (JS)
configuring existing connectors provided by the
platform
•
adding connector to the platform when
not existing (in Java)
orchestrating existing microservices
Microservices can use models in ADOxx:
as data to process
as configuration

Web Applications composed of:
UI
Microservice exposed as REST API
Control on the microservice start and stop
phases

Development of microservices programming functions
in Java, JS, C#, F#, PHP, Python, Go, Ruby, …
Development of Web Application UI not possible

Web Application UI visualization in charge
of the user
Microservice exposed as REST API
No control on start and stop phases

User must program in the language of the development
framework. Eg:
•
Java for Spring Boot
•
JS for Seneca
Development of Web Application UI in charge of the
user

Web Application UI visualization in charge
of the user
Microservice execution is totally on
charge of the user

Table 1 - Olive vs FaaS general
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Focusing instead on the lifecycle phases of the microservice we can see the following differences between Olive and common FaaS frameworks:

Olive

Ideally, no programming
skills required.
Available via web
environment
Microservices via
configuration of
Connectors

Integrated testing
environment

FaaS frameworks

Test

Available runtimes for:
Java, JS, C#, F#, PHP,
Python, Go, Ruby, …
Usually require a specific
development environment

Manual

Develop

Require skills on specific
framework eg. Spring Boot,
Wildfly, SparkJava

Deploy

Start

Run

Dismiss

Automated by Olive
The microservice is live as
soon as the configuration
is saved

User controlled or
automatic
operation
Do connector
specific
initialization.

REST interface
automatically
available
Background
execution possible

User controlled
operation
Do connectors
specific
finalization

Available via web
interface
The Microservice is
deleted removing its
configuration

Require a specific
environment for debug

Automated

Usually not under
control

REST interfaces
Background
execution usually not
possible

Usually not
under control

Available

Require an environment
specific for the
development framework

Require sysadmin skills
Require a PaaS or a Cloud
space or a public exposed
server

Require sysadmin
skills

REST interface
defined at
development

Require
sysadmin skills

Require sysadmin skills

Table 2 - Olive vs FaaS Microservice Lifecycle
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In the following we compared Olive with the leading FaaS frameworks on the market, focusing on some of the most relevant details, including
possibility to control and interact with microservice lifecycle phases, supported runtimes, possibility to execute functions in background, the
isolation level, the availability of an orchestrator and their license type.

Model awareness

MS Lifecycle
C-D-T-S-E-S-R

Runtimes

MS UI

Background
execution

Isolation Level

Microservices
Orchestration

Opensource

X

X-X-X-X-X-X-X

Config, JS

X

X

Thread

X

X

X-X-X----X----X

Config, JS

X

X

Program

X

X

X-X-X----X----X

Java, JS, …+15

Durable Fn

Container

Durable Fn

X-X-X----X----X

Java, JS, …+12

Fargate

Container

AWS Step Fn

X-X-X----X----X

JS, GO, Python

X

Container

Composer

X-X-X----X----X

Java, JS, …+9

X

Container

Composer

Hooks.io

X-X-------X----X

JS, Ruby, …+5

X

Container

Apache
OpenWhisk

X-X-------X----X

Java, JS, …+9

X

Container

Composer

X

OpenFaaS

X-X-------X----X

Java, JS, …+16

X

Container

FaaS-Flow

X

Fn Project

X-X-X----X----X

Java, JS, …+4

Fn Flow

Container

Fn Flow

X

Kubeless

X-X-------X----X

Java, JS, …+6

Express Serverless
Platform

X-X-------X----X

Java, JS, …+5

Fission

X-X-X----X----X

Serverless
KintoHub

Olive
Microservices
NodeRED
Microsoft Azure
Functions
Amazon AWS
Lambda
Google Cloud
Functions
IBM Cloud
Functions

Container

X

Container

X

JS, Java, …+8

Container

X

X-X-X----X----X

Java, JS, …+5

Container

X-X-------X----X

Java, JS, …+6

Container

X

X

Table 3 - Olive vs FaaS products
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AWS Step Fn

X

4. Getting Started – Create an Olive-based web applications
In this chapter you can find instructions to start creating your first Olive-based web application.

4.1.

Requirements

Hardware Requirements for Development:
•

BOC Standard Development Device

Software Requirements for Development:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programming Framework: Java JDK 8 to 11
Application Server: Apache Tomcat 8.5+
Project Management: Maven
Source Code Management: Git client
IDE: VSCode or Eclipse
Olive Microservice Controller: source code and documentation
Olive Micro-frontend: source code and documentation

Software Requirements for Production:
•

Containerization framework: Docker

Software Requirements for Usage:
•
•

Collaboration Platform: MS Teams
Web Browser: Chrome

4.2.

Development approach

The development of an Olive-based web application follows the same principles of software engineering
for applications based on microservice architecture. After the definition of the use case and the
identification of the application requirements, the needed functionalities are identified and divided in
small and meaningful business logic units that will be implemented as microservices for the backend logic
and as micro-fronted widgets for the UI.

4.2.1.

Backend

For the backend of the web application, the next step is to identify for each business logic functionality, if
there is an available Connector, in the Olive Microservice Controller, that provide such functionality or
part of it. In case the connector perfectly matches the needed functionality, a microservice can be directly
defined (Section 1.1) using the Olive Microservice Controller Interface (Section 1.5) or using the
microservice definition model in ADOxx (Section 1.1.3). When the functionality is not provided by any
connector or is only partially provided, you can respectively create a new connector or update an existing
one (Section 1.1.5). In case of complex requirements, you can also decide to not implement the
functionality inside the connector but as external service and use an existing connector to communicate
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with the service. To extend the Olive Microservice Controller with a new connector, you need the
development software requirements listed in section 4.1 and the source code of the Olive Microservice
Controller (section 1.6).When the new connector is ready the Olive Microservice Controller can be
recompiled, following the instructions in section 1.6, and deployed (as specified in sections 1.7, 1.8 or 1.9).

4.2.2.

Frontend

For the web application frontend, the approach is similar and must be identified the Olive Micro-frontend
widget to use that provide the needed UI.
TODO

4.3.

Distribute your Olive-based web application

The recommended approach to deliver your Olive-based web application is through Docker image.
Depending on the complexity of the web application it may require a single docker image or multiple one
organized in a Docker Compose file. The Olive Microservice Controller is already provided as Dockerfile as
described in section 1.9. A sample related to the Dockerfile for the Hello World Olive-based application is
described in section 5.7.
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5. Tutorial - Hello World Olive-based web application
This section demonstrates the creation of an Olive-based Hello World web application that allows to
visualize the list of all models available in ADOxx and provide a Hello World microservice usable by the
ADOxx modelling environment.

5.1.

Requirement identification from use cases

In this section, first the use cases are provided and then the requirements are identified.
For the definition of this scenario, we assume that the user has one or more models available in the ADOxx
Modelling environment. As soon as the user open the web application, it will retrieve the list of all the
models created by the user and give the possibility to visualize each one.

Figure 14 - Hello World use case scenario

Additionally, the user can extend an existing model type with a mechanism that call a microservice in the
web application returning the text “Hello World”.
Based on the proposed scenarios the following requirements have been identified:
REQ 1. The web portal must allow the users to visualize an ADOxx model as an image
1. The web portal must be able to show a list of all the models available in ADOxx.
1. The default ADOxx platform functions must be used and not extended (No custom
AdoScript for model export).
2. The application must work with any ADOxx library.
2. The user must be able to select one of the models and the web application will visualize it.
REQ 2. The ADOxx platform must be able to call a service of the web application that return the string
“Hello World” and show its value to the user.
1. The web application must expose the service in a format usable by AdoScript.
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5.2.

Requirement analysis

In this section the identified requirements are analysed and used to create architecture for the web
application, based on Olive.
The web application uses the Olive microservices to communicate with the ADOxx modelling environment
in order to retrieve the list of all the available models and retrieve the image of a specific model.
Additionally, an Olive microservices has been created to return the “Hello World” message to visualize in
the ADOxx Modelling Environment. The user interface of the web application has been made using the
Olive UI Workbench. In particular the UI is composed of two widgets, named “Model-list UI” and “Modelimage UI” displayed in the main rendering page.

Figure 15 - Hello World Architecture

The ADOxx Modelling environment is accessed programmatically using its SOAP APIs (REQ1.1.1) that need
to be enabled using the AdoScript command CC "AdoScript" SERVICE start port:80.
We will use the existing ADOxx Classic Connector in order to create services that run a specific AdoScript
performing the needed operation on the ADOxx platform. In order to retrieve the list of models the
AdoScript provide a function named “GET_ALL_MODEL_VERSIONS” that return the IDs of all the models
in the platform. In order to retrieve their name, we have to call another AdoScript function for each model
id, named “GET_MODEL_INFO”, that return the name and type of the model. We need so one
microservice to retrieve the ids of all the model, another to retrieve the names and a third one that will
orchestrate the previous two. This last microservice must call the service that return the model ids, loop
through all the ids and for each one must call the microservice that return the name. At the end this
microservice should return a data type containing the list of models with ids and names. A good candidates
connector to use for this last microservice is the JavaScript connector that allows to execute a JavaScript
code as microservice and provide methods to call existing microservices. This connector can be useful also
for the creation of our Hello World microservice that have to be called from the ADOxx platform and must
return only the “Hello World” string. As last requirement, the visualization of the model image can be
supported by a microservice using again the ADOxx Classic Connector in order to run the AdoScript
function “GEN_GFX_STR” that return the Base64 encoded image of a specific model.
So, the Hello World web application will need the following defined Olive microservices:
•

Model ID list retrieval service: Microservice that communicate with the SOAP interface of the
ADOxx Modelling environment and return a list of IDs and names of all available models (REQ1.1).
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•

•

•

•

The microservice use the ADOxx Classic Connector in order to call the AdoScript function
“GET_ALL_MODEL_VERSIONS” returning all the model ids.
Model Name retrieval service: Microservice that use the ADOxx Classic Connector to
communicate with the SOAP interface of the ADOxx Modelling environment executing the
function “GET_MODEL_INFO” and returning the model’s name for a specific model ID.
Model list retrieval service: Microservice that orchestrate the other services in order to return
the list of all the available ADOxx models with their name. It uses the JavaScript Connector to run
a JavaScript code looping through all the model IDs returned by the “Model ID list retrieval
service” and calls for each model ID the “Model Name retrieval service”, returning at the end a
JSON with all the needed information.
Model image retrieval service: Microservice that use the ADOxx Classic Connector to
communicate with the SOAP interface of the ADOxx Modelling environment, executing the
AdoScript function “GEN_GFX_STR” that will return the Base64 encoded image representation of
the model ID provided as input (REQ1.2).
Hello World service: Microservice that return only the text “Hello World” and is called directly
from the ADOxx modelling environment (REQ2).

About the frontend side the Hello World web application use the following micro-frontend widgets
defined using the Olive UI Workbench:
•

Model-list UI: Widget that uses the “Model list retrieval service” in order to obtain the list of all
the available models in the ADOxx Modelling Environment and visualize them in a list. It then
allows to click over the model’s name in the list and render the “Model-image UI” widget in an
HTML “modal” (REQ 1.1).

Figure 16 - Model-list UI Widget

•

Model-image UI: Widget that uses the “Model image retrieval service” to retrieve the image of
the selected model and visualize it (REQ1.2).

Figure 17 - Model-image UI Widget
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5.3.

Microservices creation

In this section we will create the needed Olive Microservices step by step. The first thing to do is to access
the webpage of the deployed microservice controller (as specified in section 1.7, 1.8, or 1.9) and create a
new Microservice clicking the “Create New” button as described in section 1.5. Now provide the following
configuration parameters:
•
•
•

Microservice Name: Hello World Microservices
Description: Hello World Microservices
Is Public?: checked

We will now create one operation (using the button “New Operation”) for each specific microservice.

5.3.1.

Model ID list retrieval service

In the Operation ID and Name fields provide the name “Model ID list retrieval service”. Then select the
connector “ADOxx Classic Connector” and provide the following configurations:
•
•

•

URL (in Start configuration): http://127.0.0.1:80
ADOScript (in Call configuration):
CC "Core" UPDATE_MODEL_LIST
CC "Core" GET_ALL_MODEL_VERSIONS
Result Variable (in Call configuration): modelversionids

5.3.2.

Model Name retrieval service

In the Operation ID and Name fields provide the name “Model Name retrieval service”. Then select the
connector “ADOxx Classic Connector” and provide the following configurations:
•
•

•

URL (in Start configuration): http://127.0.0.1:80
ADOScript (in Call configuration):
SETL modelid:($modelid)
CC "Core" GET_MODEL_INFO modelid:(modelid)
SETL modelDetail:(modelname)
Result Variable (in Call configuration): modelDetail

Add a new configuration input and provide the following values:
•
•
•
•

Input ID: modelid
Matching Name: $modelid
Description: “The ADOxx internal model id”
Working Sample: “”

5.3.3.

Model list retrieval service

This service has to call the previously create microservices and for this need to know the microservice ID
that will be available only after saving the microservice configuration. So, before creating this service, we
must save the current configuration clicking the “Continue” button and take note of the microservice id
by clicking the “Test a Call” button in the main microservice controller UI. Now we can edit this
microservice and create a new operation.
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In the Operation ID and Name fields provide the name “Model list retrieval service”. Then select the
connector “JavaScript Nashorn Engine Connector” and provide the following configurations:
•

JS Algorithm (in Call configuration):
var microserviceID = '_add_here_your_microservice_id_';
var ret = [];
var modelIDs = callMicroserviceNT(microserviceID, 'Model ID list retrieval service',
{}).result.split(" ");
for(var i=0;i<modelIDs.length;i++) {
var modelID = modelIDs[i];
if(modelID=='')
continue;
var modelName = callMicroserviceNT(microserviceID, 'Model Name retrieval service',
{modelid:{value:modelID}}).result;
ret.push({
id: modelID,
name: modelName
});
}
out({models:ret});

Note: Replace the “_add_here_your_microservice_id_” with the ID of your microservice previously
retrieved.

5.3.4.

Model Image Retrieval Service

In the Operation ID and Name fields provide the name “Model Image retrieval service”. Then select the
connector “ADOxx Classic Connector” and provide the following configurations:
•
•

•

URL (in Start configuration): http://127.0.0.1:80
ADOScript (in Call configuration):
SETL modelid:($modelid)
CC "Core" IS_MODEL_LOADED modelid:(modelid)
IF (isloaded = 0) {
CC "Core" UPDATE_MODEL_LIST
CC "Core" LOAD_MODEL modelid:(modelid)
}
CC "Drawing" GEN_GFX_STR modelid:(modelid) scale:1.0 gfxformat:"png"
Result Variable (in Call configuration): gfx

Add a new configuration input and provide the following values:
•
•
•
•

Input ID: modelid
Matching Name: $modelid
Description: “The ADOxx internal model id”
Working Sample: “”
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5.3.5.

Hello World Service

In the Operation ID and Name fields provide the name “Hello World service”. Then select the connector
“JavaScript Nashorn Engine Connector” and provide the following configurations:
•

JS Algorithm (in Call configuration):
out({"dataMIME":"text/plain","dataText":"Hello $text","moreInfo":{}});

Add a new configuration input and provide the following values:
•
•
•
•

Input ID: text
Matching Name: $text
Description: “The text to append to "Hello "”
Working Sample: World

5.4.

Micro-frontend Widget creation

TODO

5.5.

Hello World - Manual deployment

The source code and the built packages for the Hello World web application are available in the following
GIT repository: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/hello-world-application. To run the application, apply first
the followings steps.
Olive Microservice Controller configuration:
1) Deploy locally on port 8080 the last version of the microservice-controller from this url: https://git.bocgroup.eu/adoxx/microservice-controller-rest/-/tags
2) Copy the microservice JSON configuration file from the CONFIG folder to your micro-service-controller
service repository folder.
3) If everything is correct, refreshing your microservice controller management interface you will see a
new microservice named "Hello World Microservices".

ADOxx configuration:
1) Download and install the ADOxx toolkit from https://www.adoxx.org/live/download-guided
2) Create a modelling library (follow the tutorials at https://www.adoxx.org/live/getstarted-helloworld)
or import an existing one (https://www.adoxx.org/live/import_new_application_library)
3) Edit the External Coupling attribute of your library adding at the end the code found in the
CONFIG/callHelloWordMicroservice.asc file.
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4) Execute the ADOxxServerStart.bat file in the CONFIG folder to run the ADOxx Modelling toolkit with
enabled SOAP server on localhost port 80

Deployment and Execution:
This web application is a client-side only Single Page Application (SPA). It can be executed directly
opening the index.html file in a browser and deployed in any webserver like apache2.

5.6.

Hello World - Deployment using the standalone package

The standalone deployment package is a fast way to deploy the Hello World web application. It is provided
in the form of a standalone zip file containing all the components and dependencies preconfigured to
work out-of-the-box. This is useful mainly for testing and development purpose and should not be used
on production environment.
The package can be downloaded from: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/hello-world-fast-deploymentpackage/-/releases
To proceed, first check the following requirements:
1) ADOxx installed: https://www.adoxx.org/live/download-guided
2) BPMN library and models imported: available inside the folder MODELS/BPMN (check
https://www.adoxx.org/live/import_new_application_library and
https://www.adoxx.org/live/import_models_adl for detailed instructions)
3) Microservice Definition library and models imported: available inside the folder
MODELS/MICROSERVICES (check https://www.adoxx.org/live/import_new_application_library and
https://www.adoxx.org/live/import_models_adl for detailed instructions)
4) Edit the External Coupling attribute of your library adding at the end the code found in the
MODELS/ADOScript/callHelloWordMicroservice.asc file.

Instructions to starting the portal:
1) Execute the "1-Start Tomcat.bat" file
2) Execute the "2-Start ADOxx SOAP Server.bat" file
3) Open the link "3-Open Olive Hello World Page"
4) Terminate the Olive execution closing the command console opened in the points 1 and 2 (Ctrl+c)
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5.7.

Hello World – Deployment using Docker

TODO
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6. Olive Ecosystem
6.1.

Teamwork Management Platform

The management platform used to organize the teamwork is the BOC Office Planner reachable at
https://tasks.office.com/ and accessible using the BOC credentials. Relevant features of this platforms
are:
•

Integration with BOC Office 365 and Teams

•

Notifications on task status changes

•

Organization in categories

•

Overview dashboard

•

Excel export

6.2.

Olive Code Repository

The source code with the released packages of all Olive products are in the Olive group of the BOC GitLab
at https://git.boc-group.eu/olive. Most of the project are publics and can be accessed by any unregistered
user.
The BOC GitLab is also used to:
•
•
•
•

Collaborate on the documentation relative to the Olive components.
Provide continuous integration with a live server providing the last updated version of the Olive
components.
Provide a platform to collect and manage issues relative to a specific Olive component.
Provide the released packages including their history
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Figure 18 - BOC GitLab repository for the Olive components

6.3.

Olive – Applications Catalogue

The application catalogue of Olive is in an Olive sub-group of the BOC GitLab at https://git.bocgroup.eu/olive. Most of the application built on Olive are publics and can be accessed by any unregistered
user.
The BOC GitLab is also used to:
•
•
•
•

Collaborate on the documentation relative to the applications.
Provide continuous integration with a live server providing the last updated version of the
application.
Provide a platform to collect and manage issues relative to the specific application.
Provide the released packages including their history of every application
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Figure 19 - Olive Applications Catalogue

6.4.

Olive – Microservice Catalogue

The microservice catalogue of Olive is in a sub-group of the BOC GitLab for Olive at https://git.bocgroup.eu/olive/microservices-catalogue. Most of the defined microservices are publics and can be
accessed by any unregistered user. This group contain a repository for every define microservice
configuration containing its JSON file and a description of the required connectors.
This space is used to:
•
•
•
•

Collaborate on the definition of Olive Microservices.
Document the Olive Microservices.
Collect Issues relative of a specific Olive microservice.
Provide a repository to look for all the available Olive microservices.

6.5.

Olive – Development Environment

BOC GitLab:
•

Documentation on developing web applications using Olive

•

Code style and quality configuration for the recommended tools

Recommended Tools:
•

Visual Studio Code
•

Create the required widgets for the web application UI (HTML/JS)

•

Create connectors plug-in to extend the microservice controller (Java)

•

Create ADOxx meta-models (Java)
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•

6.6.
•

•

Olive - Development Approach

Define requirements and service architecture
o

Identify what can be reused from Olive and what must be developed

o

Identify third party services that can be used and what need implementation from
scratch

Evaluation of architecture and provide list of tools to create corresponding development
environment
o

•

•

Check thinking paradigm of Olive, concepts, approaches as well as technical feasibility

Development of the Olive Microservice
o

Download and install all the tools for the case specific (based on complexity and service
requirements) development environment

o

Implement or reuse business logic of the service

o

Implement or reuse an Olive Connector

o

Create REST interface using the Microservice controller

o

Implement a Web UI for your service

o

Deploy the service in the local Olive installation package for development

Evaluation of the provided service and provide deployment recommendation
o

•

Create scripts for the ADOxx meta-models (AdoScript)

Code quality, olive compliance and safety check

Deploy the service accordingly to the provided recommendations
o

6.7.

Service monitoring

Olive – Community Building

•

Olive Newsletter

•

Olive YouTube channel
o

•

Tutorials, webinar

Olive Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn pages
o
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6.8.

Olive – Website

•

Main section with references to the Git for the Olive documentation, releases, code and the live
version

•

Application catalogue section with references to every application in the Git (documentation,
release, code, and live version)

•

Microservice catalogue with references to the Git of microservice definitions

•

Development section with reference to documentation and tools to start creating microservices
and web applications using Olive

•

Feeds & news from the community spaces

6.9.
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6.10.

Available Olive based web applications

In this section are listed all the web applications, microservice and physical experiments that have been
created with the Olive framework:
-

Hello World: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/hello-world-application
Model to Wiki: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/model2wiki
Model Questionnaire: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/questionnaire-static-site
Model Signature: https://git.boc-group.eu/olive/model-signature-static-site
KPI Dashboard: https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/kpi-dashboard
Process Simulation: https://git.boc-group.eu/adoxx/knowledge-based-model-simulation
DISRUPT Microservices: https://git.boc-group.eu/disrupt/disrupt-olive-microservices
GO0D-MAN Microservices: https://git.boc-group.eu/go0dman/go0dman-olive-microservices
BIMERR Microservices: https://git.boc-group.eu/bimerr/fast-deploy-package
C2T Graphenstone Virtual Lab (RFID Tea Sample Experiment):
https://git.boc-group.eu/change2twin/graphenstone-virtual-lab
C2T Microservices (RFID Tea Sample Experiment):
https://git.boc-group.eu/change2twin/change2twin-fast-deployment-package
COGITO Microservices (RFID Construction Experiment):
https://git.boc-group.eu/cogito/building-construction-experiment-online
mBot with Fuzzy Logic: https://git.boc-group.eu/boc-innovation-lab/mbot-fuzzy-logic
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7. PAPERS
OLIVE, a Model-Aware Microservice Framework
Damiano Falcioni1 and Robert Woitsch1
1 BOC GmbH, Operngasse 20b, 1040 Vienna, Austria
damiano.falcioni@boc-eu.com, robert.woitsch@boc-eu.com

Abstract. In this paper we want to introduce OLIVE, a model-centric and low-code microservice framework,
resulting from the lessons learned in five years of European projects. The requirements on those projects are
summarized and used to extract the characteristics that a microservice framework should support in order to be
aware of models. An implementation of the OLIVE framework has been proposed, focusing more on the concepts,
and required models, instead that on the technical details and has been evaluated in each project with definition of
the needed microservices. Microservice development using a low code approach is still an open research field and
with OLIVE we want to provide an initial contribution relative to the dependencies between microservices and
models, using ADOxx as reference meta-modelling platform, and proposing an initial modelling method for the
definition of OLIVE microservices.
Keywords: model-centric microservices, low-code platform, OLIVE framework.

1

Introduction

Models are an abstract way to represent relevant knowledge about a specific domain. The advantages
of having such knowledge in a structured model, in addition to help reasoning about a specific problem,
concern mainly the following purposes: documentation for the analysed problem/situation,
configuration for model dependents functionalities, and data source for processing mechanisms [1]. In
this paper we focus on the latter two cases, analysing their requirements and defining a framework for
their management. Usually, model dependents functionalities and mechanisms do not have direct
access to the model information, except when they are integrated in the modelling platform. In this case
they can retrieve the model details directly from the platform, but in the majority of situations, they are
implemented in external components and services that must implement the logic to parse and
understand the model.
In this paper we identified different modalities in which a model can be used and required by a service,
based on the experience in past European projects, and we defined a framework named OLIVE,
addressing such requirements for the definition of services. With OLIVE we focus in particular on
definition of microservices and their relations with the ADOxx meta-modelling platform, following a lowcode approach.
Microservice is an architectural style increasing in popularity. A microservice is a small, autonomous,
and isolated service, with a single and clearly defined purpose [2]. The focus of a microservice logic on
the specific business task in particular, makes this architecture an ideal candidate for the abstraction in a
model type enabling a low-code development [3].
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The low-code approach [4] is a visual programming style that minimize the need of coding, abstracting
the business logic in graphical form and favouring the configuration of existing components provided by
the low-code platform. This approach has been chosen because, according to [5], low-code platforms
will be used in 65% of application development work by 2024 and the ADOxx meta-model platform
enable such business logic abstraction using a specific modelling method.
An implementation of this framework is provided, focusing more on the motivation and concepts behind
the OLIVE framework instead then on its technical details. The proposed implementation has been
evaluated in the context of each project and, at the end, the strengths and weaknesses of the approach
have been reported.

2

Methodology

The model-aware characteristics of a microservice framework have been extracted in the last five years
of involvements in European projects, from the requirements related to the meta-modelling platform
ADOxx, used to create the domain specific model types for each project, in terms of both modelling
methods and mechanisms [1]. In the following, such requirements have been briefly introduced for each
EU project.
The GO0D-MAN (H2020-723764) project [6] constitutes a real-world implementation of the Industry 4.0
paradigm, through the integration and convergence of technologies for measurement and quality
control, for data analysis and management, at single process and at factory level. The ultimate goal is to
develop a production strategy that can guarantee high quality of products without interfering, actually
improving, the production efficiency of the entire system. The ADOxx platform was used to develop a
model-based tool for Industry 4.0 that supports multi-agent systems, smart on-line inspection tools and
data analytics, for implementing a Zero-Defect Manufacturing (ZDM) strategy. A KPI meta-model has
been created in this context in order to describe how to combine sensors data in order to calculate a
KPI. Such modelling method had to be enriched with a mechanism to perform the effective KPI
calculation based on the information in the model. One requirement here was to have such mechanism
as a set services, one for each KPI model, where the user specify a KPI, and the service calculate and
return the value. This imply that such services must (a) be able to be configured with the specific KPI
model and (b) understand the KPI concepts.
DISRUPT (H2020-691436) [7] supports the digital twin of European manufacturer enterprises to Industry
4.0 by utilising the ICT capabilities to facilitate in-depth (self-)monitoring of machines and processes,
provide decision support and decentralised (self-)adjustment of production, and foster the effective
collaboration of the different IoT-connected machines with tools, services, and actors. The IoT devices,
that create virtual counterpart of each element in the production line, provide data that will be analysed
using models in the ADOxx platform, to detect complex events that will trigger automated actions. A
modelling method for the DMN standard [8] have been implemented in ADOxx for modelling the rules
to apply on each event as well as the mechanism to evaluate the rule, integrating an existing DMN
evaluation engine, and to listen for events, integrating a connection with a message bus system. Such
requirements, in order to be fulfilled, needed a system that (a) allows to integrate the ADOxx platform
with external systems, (b) access the DMN meta-model concepts and (c) be generic enough to work in
different scenarios (different event topics to listen on the message bus, each one with a specific DMN
model to use for the evaluation) and to develop the services performing the triggered actions.
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In BIMERR (H2020 820621) [9] have been designed and developed a Renovation 4.0 toolkit to support
renovation stakeholders throughout the renovation process of existing buildings, from project
conception to delivery. It comprises tools for the automated creation of enhanced building information
models, a renovation decision support system to aid the designer in exploring available renovation
options through an accurate estimation of renovation impact on building performance, as well as a
process management tool based on the ADOxx platform that will optimize the design and on-site
construction process toward optimal coordination and minimization of renovation time and cost. This
have been done enriching the renovation process meta-model with a simulation mechanism that, taking
as input some influencing factors for a specific process model like the expectation of supply chain delay
or the weather conditions, will estimate the values of some time and cost related KPIs. The simulation
mechanism had to be (a) a service (b) integrated into the meta-modelling platform in order to (c)
recognize the concepts in the process to simulate and in the KPIs to estimate. Additionally, the
renovation process, in order to be executed as workflow, needed a system that (a) connect all the
workflows’ automated tasks with appropriate services, (b) implementing the task logic.
With Change2Twin (H2020 951956) [10] the manufacturing small-medium enterprises (SMEs) where
supported in their digitalization process by providing digital twin solutions through trusted local
innovation hubs. Such digital innovation hubs (DIHs) analyse the digitalization potential and propose the
best ready-to-use recipe for the use case from a technology marketplace, using dedicated knowledge
models created with the ADOxx platform, to prepare the recipe for a complete solution, including the
best components for the SME. One of the available receipts include a KPI dashboard, delivered as a
service and configured through a specific KPI model that details not only how to calculate each KPI but
also how to extract the required metrics from Internet of Things (IoT) sensors. This enhancement of the
KPI model and dashboard respect to the ones in the GO0D-MAN project, required (a) a configurable
system able to (b) connect with different IoT sensors and (c) integrate with the meta-modelling platform
ADOxx. A specific meta-model has been created also to support the definition of marketplace items and
the automatic generation of the marketplace portal using (a) a microservice that (b) interpretate the
marketplace model and generate the portal pages.
Analysing the requirements pointed out in the above projects, we can identify some common
characteristics. First, all the cases require the implementation of the functionalities in form of dedicated
services. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and in particular Microservice Architecture (MSA) are well
known styles that can be used for such purposes due to the focus on the business concepts, isolation,
decentralization, and culture of automation [11]. Another recurring requirement is that such services
must be configurable using models. Configurability is a characteristic that allows services to be reused in
different contexts and we can see the needs to have multiple instances of the same service running in
parallel, each one configured with a different model. The configurability of services using models rise the
problem of understanding the semantic and the concepts in the model. Accessing the meta-model
information is a requirement in order to avoid that the logic to interpretate the model as a configuration
file will be hardcoded in the service. Accessing instead the meta-model information, like hierarchies and
dependencies between concepts in the model, allows us to generalize and centralize the model
interpretation in a framework instead that inside the service. The ADOxx meta-modelling platform used
to create the model type for each project, provide the possibility to access such meta-model
information, so an integration is required. This integration is used also to solve a last requirement that
we can spot in the above projects: the need to extend the modelling methods of some project
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dependent model types, with mechanisms that provide a model specific feature directly inside the
modelling platform. The ADOxx platform already allows to define custom mechanisms in form of
algorithms, for a specific model type, but miss the possibility to use external and existing services as
mechanisms and therefore communicate with the external world.
From this analysis we defined a framework, named OLIVE, for the definition of microservices with strong
(meta-)model dependencies. Such framework highlights the following characteristics related to the
model-awareness:
• Model-based Configurability: The framework gives the possibility to use models for
the configuration of services. Additionally, the framework abstracts the services
enough to automatically generate running service instances using only models. The
microservice is created reflecting the concepts in the meta-model and is
instantiated by the single model.
• Model Understandability: The framework allows to use models as input data for a
service, giving the possibility to understand the concepts in a model, accessing the
meta-model information.
• Meta-Model Enrichment: The framework expands the functionalities of the
connected meta-modelling platform, providing a way to use services to enrich the
mechanisms associated to a model type.
The OLIVE framework has been implemented as a microservice management system
connected to the ADOxx meta-modelling platform. The proposed implementation
has been successfully validated over the previously introduced European projects as
described in the section 5.

3

Related works

Microservice Architecture is a recent style in software engineering and there are not so many papers
addressing the application of a model-based approach for their definition. Proposals have been made
for model-based microservice frameworks but mainly to solve specific microservice issues, like selfadaptability, and scalability in multi-cloud environments, with the help of specific models containing
dynamic requirements and adaptation rules [12], or to define the microservice logical architecture and
its implementation skeleton from models describing functional requirements [13]. The OLIVE framework
instead, want to address the complete generation of running microservice instances, starting from a
model, used as configuration.
The approach followed share similarities with concepts in low-code/no-code frameworks [4]. Indeed, in
the OLIVE framework, the user will not code a microservice, but will configure existing generic
components provided by the platform, using specific models, in order to generate running microservices
instances.
The authors in [14] use models to create self-configuring microservices based on TOSCA [15] standard in
order to avoid a centralized orchestration. Microservices require indeed decentralized management and
prefer choreography over orchestration [16]. The authors of [17] state that more research on
choreography rather than orchestration is required. In the past, model-based orchestration has been
used in the BPEL standard [18] that define a model-driven SOA architecture to address a specific
business need, combining existing SOAP services. Within OLIVE we tried to be general enough to
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support both choreography and orchestration patterns, with the possibility to define dependencies
between running microservices instances as well as generate REST microservices that act as
orchestrators of other services.
The enhancement of a modelling method with mechanisms is a concept seen in [1] and supported in the
ADOxx meta-modelling platform by a scripting language named ADOScript that only provide a limited
set of features and do not allows complex interactions with external services. Other meta-modelling
platforms like Eclipse EMF [19] do not permit to integrate mechanisms in the defined domain specific
language (DSL) but allows only to use separate plugins to extend the DSL modelling environment with
the needed features. The only attempt to extend a meta-modelling environment with microservices is in
[3], where the authors provided an approach to integrate microservices as components of the DIME
modelling environment. With the OLIVE framework we want to extend the ADOxx meta-modelling
platform to use microservices as mechanisms for specific modelling methods.

4

Olive

OLIVE is a low-code framework to create model aware microservices through configuration of existing
components, named Connectors resulting in ready to use REST microservices. The configuration of such
Connectors can be performed using specific models, reflecting the framework concepts, created using
the ADOxx graphical modelling environment. The connectors are part of the OLIVE platform but can be
extended in case of needs, using plug-ins and provide the atomic functionality of a microservice. The
created microservices can be combined together using a choreography or orchestration approach for
the definition of your specific business logic.
The strength point of OLIVE is its model-awareness in the sense that the configurations of connectors
are abstract enough that can be represented as models, and the out-of-the-box integration with the
ADOxx meta-modelling environment allows to create the whole behaviour of a service, using models.
This integration allows also ADOxx to communicate with the external world through a common
interface, in a bi-directional way, using the microservices as mechanisms to enrich the modelling
methods and using models as data for microservices. The OLIVE platform provides such features as a
cloud environment where the user, instantiating existing components with specific configuration, can
define the microservices, that can use and be used by ADOxx, and control their lifecycle. The Fig. 20
provide an overview of all the components involved in the framework.
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Fig. 20. OLIVE Framework Architecture

A Connector is a component developed in form of OSGi plug-in [20] that provide a specific functionality,
like perform a query on a specific database or evaluate a DMN model. The name Connector derive from
the fact that, usually (but not always), the main functionality is provided by an external system (like a
database system or DMN engine) and the Connector is responsible to connect to such system to exploit
its features. Each connector has its specific set of parameters that must be configured to generate a
microservice instance (i.e., a database connector is configured with the endpoint and the query to
perform). Olive integrates out-of-the-box 24 connectors. Custom connectors can be added to the
platform and their OSGi standard format allows to reuse as connectors existing OSGi bundles, like all the
one provided by the Apache Camel [20] project.
OLIVE allows to manage the configuration of such Connectors, giving the possibility to create
microservices and control their whole lifecycle. Is responsibility of the Lifecycle Management
component to (1) generate an instance of the REST microservice from the configuration of a Connector,
(2) start the microservice, (3) keep the microservice running in an isolated environment, (4) stop the
microservice and (5) dismiss it.
Each instantiated connector is exposed through a common REST interface with a standardized inputs
and output formats, managed by the OLIVE platform.
The OSGi Connectors Loader component is responsible to load all the Connectors and make them
available to the platform. It is built on the OSGi framework Apache Felix [21] and will dynamically check
the presence of the OSGi bundles (plug-ins) defining Connectors, loading, and unloading them on
request.
The ADOxx interface is creates as a special type of Connector, managing the bi-directional
communication with the ADOxx platform. This component allows to retrieve models or concepts and
use the available microservice instances from inside the ADOxx modelling environment.
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As soon as the microservices have been defined, it can be combined to achieve the business logic task,
thanks to the Orchestrator & Choreography component. This component allows to define and evaluate
dependencies between microservice instances. Depending on the topology of such dependencies the
group of microservices can work as a choreography or as an orchestration.
The OLIVE framework exposes all this functionality both with Java and REST APIs. The firsts are used to
integrate OLIVE in local and desktop application. The seconds are used to integrate it with remote
applications. Over the REST APIs has been made available a management web user interface that allows
to exploit all the features of the framework through a web browser.
A specific model type, named Microservice Definition Model, has been created in the ADOxx platform in
order to collect the most relevant concepts of the OLIVE framework and be able to define OLIVE
microservices using models in a low-code style. The model in Fig. 21 is an example of a Microservice
Definition Model created in the context of the BIMERR project. A Microservice Definition Model is
composed of objects representing microservices of different types, based on the OLIVE Connector used,
and relations representing dependencies between microservices.

Fig. 21. OLIVE Microservice Definition Model sample

Each of the specific microservice type objects has a set of common and specific attributes. Common
attributes represent general microservice concepts like all the attributes related to the input parameters
and the output of the microservice or about its health status. Specific attributes dependent instead on
the Connector selected to provide the specific functionality for the microservice and are the parameters
that this connector needs in order to work correctly. As a sample, in the case of the Excel connector
used in the “ReadOptimisticSimulationOutput” microservice in Fig. 21, that read a simulation output
from an Excel file, such attributes involve the path of the Excel file to open and the cells value to read,
specified by sheet, rows and columns IDs. The microservice input parameters are then mapped and
forwarded to the specific connector attributes values.
The Microservice Definition Model type also contains a mechanism to automatically push the modelled
microservice to the OLIVE platform for their execution and lifecycle management.
More detailed documentation on the OLIVE platform involving technical concepts and APIs, as wells as
its open-source code and binaries for download and test, can be found in the OLIVE webpage [22].
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Evaluation

In the context of the GO0D-MAN project a specific connector for the OLIVE
framework, named KPIs dashboard, has been created in order to calculate the value
of a KPI in a model. This connector is configurable with the model id, used to retrieve
the model directly form the ADOxx platform, and with the KPI name to find the KPI
object. Seven KPI models have been created for the different use cases in the project
and the new connector has been configured with each model, resulting in seven
running microservices instances.
In DISRUPT the OLIVE framework has been extended with a connector to an external DMN engine and
with two Java Messaging Systems (JMS) [23] compliant message bus connectors, one for subscribing and
another for publishing on specific channels. The JMS connectors have been used in the configuration of
four microservices, three for receiving events, actions, and data, subscribing to the respective topics,
and one for publishing the actions handling the received events. Another microservice is created
configuring the DMN engine connector, configured with the specific DMN model obtained from the
ADOxx platform. This microservice is called by the event subscription microservice each time an event is
received, then it evaluates the DMN to find the appropriate action for the event, and finally send it to
the publishing microservice. With the OLIVE framework a microservice for each action has been
configured and instantiate. Such microservices involve sending SMS and e-mail notifications, reset a
device in critical status, etc.
For the BIMERR project, a microservice for simulating specific renovation process KPIs, has been defined
and integrated in the ADOxx platform as a feature specific for the renovation process and KPI models.
Thanks to the OLIVE framework the models required for the simulation, are extracted from the ADOxx
platforms and the process concepts are mapped to a petri-net semantic that enable a token-based
simulation. Also in this project, like in DISRUPT, the OLIVE framework has been used to generate
notification services that, in this case, are referenced into renovation process workflows and called
during their execution. In BIMERR, a modelling environment based on ADOxx for the definition of OLIVE
microservices has been first released and used to model all the project specific OLIVE microservices. In
this context, specific mechanisms for this microservice modelling environment have been created, in
order to automatically generate the microservices documentation and to import the microservice
definition in the OLIVE framework for their instantiation.
With Change2Twin the KPI model type defined in GO0D-MAN has been improved with information
about how to obtain metrics values, referring the appropriate OLIVE microservice, responsible for the
retrieval of specific IoT sensor data. The involved IoT sensors pushed data to different relational and
time-series databases and connectors for each specific database have been created in OLIVE and
configured to instantiate one microservice for each metric. Such microservices, referenced in the KPI
model, are used, and called by the microservices responsible for the evaluation of each KPI model like in
the GO0D-MAN use case. Finally, the modelling method created in ADOxx to describe the marketplace
items, has been enriched with a mechanism, expressed as microservice in OLIVE, to generate the
marketplace web pages for each item.
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Conclusions

In this paper we presented our experience in different EU projects resulting on the
definition of the relevant characteristics of a model centered microservice framework.
An implementation has been proposed and evaluated over the projects. In particular
in GO0D-MAN we evaluated the model-based configurability and model
understandability characteristics of the framework with microservices for the
evaluation of each KPI model. In DISRUPT, the meta-model enrichment and model
understandability has been evaluated for the integration of ADOxx with microservices,
handling the communication with a message bus and with a DMN evaluation engine.
With BIMERR the model understandability has been exploited in a renovation process
simulation microservice, while the model-based configurability enabled the definition
of specific microservices for workflow automatic activities. In Change2Twin the metamodel enrichment characteristic of the framework has been exploited to integrate a
marketplace generation microservice for a defined marketplace model while the
model-based configurability, to generate microservices for retrieving the metric value
of each IoT sensor.
Based on the experience in the above projects we have seen that the OLIVE framework enabled the
integration of services in the ADOxx platform and improved the reuse of previously created logic, in
particular about the extraction of information from models, speeding-up the release of microservices by
reusing and adapting existing OLIVE connectors. Despite the big potential, the OLIVE framework still
lacks some features in order to be extensively used as a low-code platform, in particular related to the
logic abstraction. This is why we are planning to extend it with support for the Enterprise Integration
Pattern (EIP) [24] notation and continue its evaluation in future projects.
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